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Purpose 
 
  As part of the Stage Two Public Engagement of the North East New 
Territories New Development Areas Planning and Engineering Study (the Study), 
this paper seeks Members’ views on the Preliminary Outline Development Plans 
(PODPs) formulated for the proposed Kwu Tung North (KTN), Fanling North (FLN) 
and Ping Che/ Ta Kwu Ling (PC/TKL) New Development Areas (NDAs). 
 
 

Background 
 
2.  The Stage One Public Engagement of the Study took place from mid 
November 2008 and lasted for about three months.  The objective was to provide a 
forum for facilitating early public discussion on four major topics relating to the 
NDAs, namely Strategic Roles of NDAs, People-Oriented Communities, 
Sustainable Living Environment and Implementation Mechanism.  We last 
consulted the Panel on 25 November 2008 (LC Paper No. CB(1)232/08-09(12)) in 
Stage One.  Members pointed out the need to observe the balance between 
development and conservation, the landowners’ aspirations, and cross-boundary 
integration.  A series of briefings and presentations were also given to different 
stakeholders.  A community workshop was held on 20 December 2008 to gauge 
the public views.  A copy of the Stage One Public Engagement Report is at 

Enclosure 1.  

 
 
Major Public Views 
 
3.  The public comments gathered during the Stage One Public Engagement 
grouped under the four major topics are summarized below - 
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(a)  Strategic Roles of NDAs 
It was considered that the development of the NDAs should be 
coordinated with the long-term development of the Pearl River Delta and 
integrated with the development of Shenzhen.  The KTN NDA could be 
developed for mixed or regional uses, the FLN NDA could provide a 
quality living environment with green spaces, and PC/TKL NDA could 
foster diversified development including development of high 
value-added industries. 

 

(b)  People-Oriented Communities 
Members of the public were generally of the view that a close community 
and a better quality living environment with adequate supporting facilities 
and employment opportunities should be created.  A balanced public and 
private housing mix, avoidance of high-density development, more open 
spaces and green areas, and timely provision of adequate community 
facilities were matters of general public concerns. 

 

(c)  Sustainable Living Environment 
Some members of the public suggested that in developing the NDAs, the 
use of non-renewable energy resources should be minimised.  Important 
natural landscape and the ecological, historical and cultural resources in 
the NDAs should be preserved.  The Long Valley should be preserved 
with due consideration to landowners’ property rights.  

 

(d)  Implementation Mechanism 
Some members of the public pointed out that the prevailing compensation 
arrangement for land resumption might not meet the affected parties’ 
expectation.  Also, there was general support for the private sector 
participation concept provided that there would be a fair and transparent 
arrangement.  

 
4.  We have taken into account the public views in formulating the PODPs for 
the NDAs.  The PODPs are described in the paragraphs below.  As regards the 
public comments on the implementation mechanism, we are aware of the concerns 
on land resumption, compensation and re-housing arrangements, especially from the 
local communities.  Whilst the current stage of the Study focuses on the PODPs, 
we will continue to liaise with the relevant policy bureaux and government 
departments on them.  We will also further explore options for private sector 
participation under the premise of the prevailing legislation and in accordance with 
the principles of fairness, openness and equity. 
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Preliminary Outline Development Plans  
 
5.  The main objective of the NDAs is to meet the long-term demand of the 
projected growing population in Hong Kong, and hence they are planned mainly to 
cater for our housing and employment needs.  However, we have also taken into 
account the special location of the area being close to the boundary and the existing 
new towns as well as other proposed developments in the boundary area in 
formulating the planning proposals for the NDAs.  The planning proposals 
contained in the PODPs are summarized in the Stage Two Public Engagement 

Digest at Enclosure 2.  The PODPs for KTN, FLN and PC/TKL NDAs are shown 
respectively on pages 6 – 7, 12 – 13 and 18 – 19 of the Digest.  The proposed land 
uses and design characteristics of each of the NDAs are detailed in the Digest.  To 
provide an overview, the development theme, major land uses and key development 
parameters of each of the NDAs are summarized as follows - 
 

 KTN NDA FLN NDA PC/TKL NDA Total 

Development Theme Mixed Development

Node 

Riverside 

Township 

Quality Business/ 

Residential Area 

- 

Major Uses Residential, Commercial, 

Research & Development,

Long Valley Ecological Area

Residential, 
Government 

Facilities 

Special Industry, 
Residential 

- 

Total Area (ha) 450 180 175 805 

Developable Area* (ha) 

(% Total) 

305 

(68%) 

165 

(92%) 

150 

(86%) 

620 

(77%) 

Population 65,000 48,000 18,000 131,000

Residential Units 22,000 17,500 6,500 46,000 

Housing Mix 

(Public:Private) 

54:46 41:59 0:100 41:59 

Plot Ratio 1 – 5 1 – 5 0.75 – 2.5 0.75 – 5

Max. Height (Storeys) 35 35 10 - 

Employment 26,000 6,200 13,000 45,200 
 
* Developable Area refers to area with proposed/ possible new developments on the PODPs. This excludes 
areas zoned “V”, “GB” and “River Channel” and those areas already occupied by existing developments 
which have to be retained in future. 

 

6.  The planning for the NDAs adopts a sustainable development approach, 
balancing the housing, employment, community and conservation needs, and 
encompassing the economic, social and environmental considerations.  In response 
to the general public’s aspirations for a better quality living environment and close 
community, the PODPs for the NDAs have accorded high priorities to “green 
design” and “social integration”.  The main features are set out below - 
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(a)  Development Capacity and Urban Design 
The NDAs will provide a total of about 46,000 residential flats to 
accommodate about a population of 130,000.  The NDAs adopt a 
maximum plot ratio of 5.  Whilst such a scale of development is 
relatively lower than most of the existing new towns, it would allow 
greater flexibility for incorporation of various urban design features to 
achieve a better quality development, including: 

 

(i) a stepped building height with the building height and 
development density reducing gradually from the town centre to 
the periphery to enhance spaciousness, enrich the urban 
development profile and respect the building height of existing 
village development, as well as to protect the ridgelines and views 
of the surrounding natural landscape; 

 

(ii) view corridors and wind corridors to help reduce visual impact and 
introduce breezeways into the development area to improve air 
ventilation; and 

 

(iii) retaining the surrounding woodlands to provide a natural “green” 
setting for the NDAs.  In addition, a relatively generous provision 
of “green” spaces is proposed in each of the three NDAs.  The 
public open spaces and amenity areas account for 21%, 28% and 
13% of the developable land area of the KTN, FLN and PC/TKL 
NDAs respectively. 

 

(b)  Design for a Socially Integrated Community 
Drawing from the past experiences of new town development and the 
public comments received, the socio-economic factor has been carefully 
taken into account in planning for the NDAs.  The relevant attributes are 
outlined below: 

  

(i) To strive for a balanced population profile, about 41% of the total 
number of residential flats will be allocated for public rental 
housing and the remaining 59% for various types of private 
housing to provide a wide choice of housing types.  High 
density public and private housing development will be 
concentrated near the proposed railway station in the KTN NDA 
and in the two centres of FLN NDA, which can easily be 
connected to the existing Fanling and Sheung Shui railway 
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stations.  Public housing is not proposed in the PC/TKL NDA, 
as it is distant from the high-capacity railway network.  Medium 
to low density private housing will be developed towards the 
fringe areas of KTN, along the river in FLN and in the PC/TKL 
NDA.  A total of about 27,000 private residential flats will be 
provided. 

 

(ii) The Special Industries Area in the PC/TKL NDA will serve as a 
land bank to provide development spaces for high value-added 
non-polluting business/industries, as well as port back-up and 
logistics industries.  The Commercial, Research and 
Development Zone planned along Fanling Highway in the KTN 
NDA has the potential to be developed into various types of 
office and hotel uses as well as to provide development space to 
support the six industries that Hong Kong has clear advantages. 
Together with the population-related economic/social facilities 
such as local retail, services and community facilities, the NENT 
NDAs will provide more than 40,000 jobs.  

 

(iii) To encourage social interaction and social activities for building 
up a sense of place and enhance social integration, a core activity 
area integrated with the open space network is proposed in each 
of the three NDAs.  A wide range of retail, entertainment, 
community and leisure facilities will be provided to enhance 
vibrancy in these centres. 

 

(iv) Sufficient land has been designated on the PODPs for 
commercial, shopping, public open space and various G/IC uses. 
The NDAs would be self-sufficient in terms of local community 
and recreational facilities as well as daily livelihood supporting 
services, which could also serve the nearby existing residents.  
A development programme will be proposed in the next stage of 
the Study to ensure timely provision of various community 
facilities in tandem with the population intake of the NDAs. 

 

(c)  Transport Facilities 
A rail-based development approach is adopted as a planning theme in the 
NDA development with a majority of the new population concentrated in 
KTN and FLN.  In the KTN NDA, more than 80% of the population 
will reside within 500m of the proposed railway station whilst in FLN 
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NDA, the residential areas can be easily connected to existing Fanling 
and Sheung Shui railway stations.  Comprehensive pedestrian and cycle 
track networks are provided within the NDAs to encourage walking and 
promote cycling so as to minimize road traffic and hence emission of 
carbon and other pollutants within the NDAs.  Other environmental 
friendly modes of transport, such as trolley bus and liquefied petroleum 
gas / electric vehicles, will be considered for serving the NDAs.   
 
Major roads are planned at the periphery of the NDAs to minimize noise 
and air pollution: 
 

(i) In the KTN NDA, an outer ring road is proposed to connect to the 
Fanling Highway at the east and west ends of the NDA.  Land is 
also reserved for a proposed road connecting to the Lok Ma Chau 
Loop area.   

(ii) In the FLN NDA, a new road to the north of Ng Tung River will 
be constructed, linking Man Kam To and the old areas of 
Fanling/Sheung Shui.  

(iii) The PC/TKL NDA will be served by the existing Ping Che Road 
and Sha Tau Kok Road and a new road to be constructed to link to 
the planned Liantang/Heung Yuen Wai Boundary Control Point 
connecting road so as to provide a convenient and direct 
connection to Shenzhen. 

  
(d)  Energy Efficient Design 

With a view to creating a sustainable living environment, various 
energy-efficient measures are proposed, which include the effluent reuse 
system and the use of renewable energy in all the three NDAs.  Land has 
been reserved for the installation of a District Cooling System in the 
Commercial, Research and Development Zone of the KTN NDA and the 
Special Industries Area of the PC/TKL NDA.  Green building design 
(for example, green roof and vertical greening to reduce the heat island 
effect) will be encouraged in order to minimise adverse impacts on the 
environment, reduce the use of natural resources, and achieve the target 
of low carbon emission.  In the next stage, we shall further examine the 
feasibility of these proposals.  
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Public Engagement Programme 
 
7.  The Study adopts a three-stage public engagement programme.  The 
Stage One Public Engagement was held last year.  The focus of the current Stage 
Two Public Engagement is on the PODPs.  We will consult relevant 
Boards/Committees, including the Town Planning Board, the North District Council 
and the relevant Rural Committees, during the two-month consultation period.  
Briefing sessions will also be arranged for professional bodies and other interested 
organizations. 
 
8.  A community workshop with focus group discussions on the three PODPs 
is scheduled for 12 December 2009 (registration form of the workshop in 

Enclosure 3).  Members are welcome to participate in the workshop. 

 
9.  The public views received during the Stage Two Public Engagement will 
be taken into account in refining the planning proposals.  Further engineering and 
technical assessments including the Environmental Impact Assessment will be 
conducted and the Recommended Outline Development Plans will be formulated 
for the final stage of public engagement. 
 
 

Advice Sought 
 
10. Members are invited to note the Stage One Public Engagement Report at 

Enclosure 1 and give views on the PODPs as detailed in the Stage Two Public 
Engagement Digest at Enclosure 2.  
 
 

Attachment 
 
Enclosure 1   Stage One Public Engagement Report 
 
Enclosure 2.  Stage Two Public Engagement Digest 
 
Enclosure 3  Workshop Registration Form  
 
 

Development Bureau 
November 2009 
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                            Enclosure 3 

咒赤竺勧咒蓮淡脳貿嶐街迦廊扇浩咒赤竺勧咒蓮淡脳貿嶐街迦廊扇浩咒赤竺勧咒蓮淡脳貿嶐街迦廊扇浩咒赤竺勧咒蓮淡脳貿嶐街迦廊扇浩 – 篇臆兪裾絵並農扼篇臆兪裾絵並農扼篇臆兪裾絵並農扼篇臆兪裾絵並農扼 

迦桑欠農冠准諜迦桑欠農冠准諜迦桑欠農冠准諜迦桑欠農冠准諜 

North East New Territories New Development Areas 

Planning and Engineering Study – Stage Two Public Engagement 

Community Workshop Registration Form 
 

郭乱 : 2009叫 12隔 12郭  Date  : 12 December 2009 
 

猪兔 : 伽崖 2猪句伽崖 5猪 30開  Time  : 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
 

旧粡 : 穡細暈臭脳咸狽】

咒赤塗皚穡細暈】

細悃佩屋奕旧伽  

 Venue : Luen Wo Hui Community Hall 

G/F, No. 9 Wo Mun Street,  
Luen Wo Hui, Fanling, New Territories 
 

農冠醜桜汲 Nameゑ  

炯怐汲慝 Name of Organization *:  

岼婪 Telephoneゑ  

岼僮旧潔 E-mail Addressゑ  

刄泥 Faxゑ  

 

迦桑欠莫咸兇飛何汰賀吸菓補得殷る殤甍濕艮雅黄汰鍬蕎獎沂農冠洲菓補る克牛沺嚏讐諜灰冠

佳】 �】 奕ろ】

Three discussion groups will be arranged in the workshop. Please select one group 

you are interested to attend and put a � in the appropriate box below. 
 
1 感征勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀感征勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀感征勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀感征勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀    

Kwu Tung North Preliminary Outline Development Plan 

 

 

2 塗皚勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀塗皚勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀塗皚勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀塗皚勧咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀    

Fanling North Preliminary Outline Development Plan 

 

 

3 冴ま冴ま冴ま冴ま////含崘皚咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀含崘皚咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀含崘皚咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀含崘皚咒蓮淡脳駿誤蓮淡箇懴幀    

Ping Che/ Ta Kwu Ling Preliminary Outline Development Plan 

 

 

 
殤勵捲農冠准諜克牛 ″°°＃″°°＃″°°＃″°°＃ 叫叫叫叫 ′″′″′″′″ 隔隔隔隔 ″″″″ 郭郭郭郭孜介廠撕飢句匐冓鍍迦廊蝟婆ろ】

Please return the completed Registration Form to Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong 

Ltd. by 2 December 2009. 

 

刄泥: 

By Fax: 
 

2865 6493 僮撕: 

 
 
By Post: 

 
 

息竜屋癈屋癈勦寃介孀俺下奕 

仮黄詳廻梠 

 
Level 5, Festival Walk,  

80 Tat Chee Avenue, 
Kowloon Tong  
 

岼僮: 

By Email: 

hkg.contact-nentnda@arup.com 

 

魚蕎祇屈髄媾る殤曽岼塙討討菓策 (岼婪:2528 3031)る孜農渕扇浩懺造 http://www.nentnda.gov.hk 

For enquiries, please call Ms Cindy Cheung at 2528 3031, or visit the Study Website at http://www.nentnda.gov.hk 
(* 魚沺揮 if applicable)  
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